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Global, diverse companies use our multi-tenant, 
cloud-based platform to:

➔ Design employee engagement programs 
using library of 300+ behavior design 
campaigns and templates

➔ Drive data-informed marketing and 
communication through existing social, email, 
intranet, and corporate channels

➔ Measure program’s positive business, 
personal, and social impact

Inspiring Employees to Take Positive Action
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Focus on programs that drive the greatest business impact



Inspiring Customers to Achieve Huge Impact
Catalyze responsible business initiatives for largest companies in the world
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100+ customers
More than a decade of experience.

12M positive actions
Over 500,000 volunteer hours annually. 

3M employees
Users in 146 countries.
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Pro-Social Engagement 
Platform & Modules

Sustainability
Recycling ・Energy Saving ・ Waste 
Management ・ Water Reduction
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Social Impact
Volunteer Management and Tracking・Days 
of Service・Giving & Matching ・Community 
Relation・Global Goals

Wellbeing
Fitness ・Mindful Eating ・Meditation ・Stress 
Management ・Healthy Habits ・Financial 
Wellbeing

Inclusive Culture
ERGs ・Diversity and Inclusion ・
Purpose ・Innovation・Psychological Safety



“So What Do You Do If There is Not a Market...Yet
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AirBnB Original Deck

Note:
There have been 
500M trips on 
AirBnB since its 
founding...



WeSpire in 2012-How the heck do we explain it 



WeSpire in 2015-Deck known as the “Russ Cut”



WeSpire in 2016-We have a category!!



WeSpire in late 2016--And it’s finally sized!



And we can extrapolate based on real customers



WeSpire in 2020--



Advice if it’s truly new versus a new/better form of X
➔ Find closest proxies. What spending $ on instead? 

➔ Build strong relationships with key analysts, especially B2B

➔ Bottoms up projections based on early customer wins

➔ Stay open to “it’s not a large market because it’s not a large market”

➔ Revenue is the best market validation. If you are winning/keeping 
business, it’s repeatable and CAC is reasonable, keep going. The 
world will catch up eventually….
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Get in touch
susan@wespire.com

@huntstevens
linkedin.com/in/huntstevens
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Sign up for Saturday Spark at wespire.com/blog

mailto:susan@wespire.com

